
Spelling Bee 2017 – 5 to 6 years

Easy spelling words:

All, apt, age, aid, aim, air, ant, ate, ask, arm, are, add, any, ark,
axe, ale, ail, bye, buy, bid, boy, bee, bow, bet, bit, cub, cup, cop,
cow, cot, cry, cob, dug, dam, dew, due, did, dry, dot, egg, eat, elf,
eye, end, for, flu, fly, fig, fit, fry, few, gum, gut, get, hen, her,
hill, had, hid, how, ink, ill, ice, joy, jug, jet, jot, jaw, key, kit, kin,
keg, low, law, lip, lap, lad, lid, led, lot, mow, mew, mix, met, mow,
mob, now, nap, net, now, new, not, nil, old, odd, own, one, pew, pet,
pit, pry, pod, pox, paw, raw, rot, rid, rye, rib, rod, row, rum, sum,
sow, sew, six,  sue, sip, she, sob, saw, son, sun, shy, sly, soy, sad,
toe, tow, two, toy, tie, try, too, ton, tub, tea, tip, use, vex, van,
way, wig, wag, win, won, wax, wet, wed, web, yes, zoo, zip



Medium difficulty spelling words:

Also, able, aged, ably, airy alas, able, ably, ally, anti, aunt, army,
also, apex, aloe, boil, buzz, beat, beet, bray, bike, book, blow, blue,
blew, bury, belt, bent, beep, bone, barn, boat, both, bird, bean,
been, bowl, bush, baby, cool, clay, crow, club, clue, card, cart, clog,
clan, chat, cage, clad, cone, coal, come, came, cold, cube, chin, chop,
daze, doze, dark, damp, dump, dumb, drew, doom, draw, drew, dusk,
dull, deep, east, easy, edge, ease, fake, fuss, foil, flea, fire, fizz,
flan, flax, fled, flex, frog, from, firm, four, fork, fort, flew, flag,
flog, fond, glum, gone, goes, gaze, grow, gift, grin, grim, grey, glue,
gust, grit, glad, golf, gulf, goat, hook, hold, harm, hand, hole, hire,
horn, halt, home, hump, hung, hunt, here, hair, help, held, isle, iota,
jump, joke, jeep, just, jeer, jury, jest, jowl, jerk, jack, jade, king,
keen, kink, knit, kiss, keep, kept, knob, knee, kill, kilt, lamp, live,
life, lime, lull, less, list, love, lump, load, line, lips, milk, many, must,
moan, more, musk, maid, made, mine, mind, neat, neck, nest, next,
news, note, nail, nick, nine, norm, only, oats, open, okay, ogre, once,
pink, port, plum, poke, play, pray, pond, prey, prim, pale, pail, quay,
quad, quid, risk, role, rule, roll, rent, roam, rail, rate, salt, soil, star,
stop, shop, some, stay, sane, stew, slap, slop, slob, scar, sick, tree,
task, tool, toll, tent, text, them, trim, told, tell, till, tilt, tomb, tuft,
user, ugly, very, vary, vice, vein, vain, want, wash, wish, when, went,
year, yarn, yard, zest, zoom, Zulu



Difficult spelling words:

Atlas, alone, alive, amuse, anvil, apply, apart, apple, block, belly,
brisk, break, brake, black, condo, carry, clump, champ, cheap,
carry, climb, chimp, close, dirty, dusty, drive, dense, dance, dunce,
dashy, diner, eight, equal, essay, elate, erase, exalt, entry, enter,
enjoy, enemy, empty, funny, flack, flaky, flare, flask, flick, froze,
fruit, fudge, fried, front, frost, glass, grass, grand, grant, gumbo,
guppy, gypsy, gully, guard, grunt, grope, group, grave, honey,
haunt, human, house, hippy, hardy, hairy, hints, humus, husky,
idiot, image, igloo, idiom, ideal, ideas, icing, imbed, itchy, index,
jolly, jumpy, juice, juicy, jiffy, Jesus, jetty, jazzy, kayak, kebab,
kilos, khaki, known, kudos, kinky, knife, knelt, knack, knock, lemon,
later, liner, loner, lanky, leave, lapse, large, lurch, latte, laugh,
lever, liver, lease, leash, legal, musty, mango, magic, mafia, major,
mayor, miser, moors, merge, manly, manic, mania, maple, never,
niece, noose, nerve, navel, naïve, newly, omits, offer, obese, other,
ocean, occur, often, oddly, onset, olive, onion, opera, paper, poker,
puppy, plain, plane, plank, panic, pants, penny, penne, perch, pesto,
petal, quiet, quite, quick, quart, quail, quake, queen, query, quilt,
queer, river, ranch, rally, regal, raise, rinse, razor, rapid, rangy,
reach, react, ready, ruddy, robot, robin, super, story, seven,
squat, space, stack, stock, stick, spoon, solar, snake, shake, sneer,
snare, snarl, snore, today, tumor, treat, tread, tramp, toxic, trail,
trump, train, there, their, thank, think, trunk, teddy, until, unset,
ultra, udder, ulcer, upper, under, uncle, union, vixen,  valet, value,
valve, visor, villa, valor,  vegan, verge, wedge, witch, which, watch,
wagon, waive, waves, waltz, waist, waste, water, yacht, yahoo,
yield, yippy, young, youth, yummy, yours, zesty, zebra, zappy,
zippy, zilch, zeros



Spelling Bee 2017 – 7 to 8 years

Easy spelling words:

After, again, apple, array, animal, around, about, abode, abide, angry, anger,
ably, always, basic, build, built,  beast, booth, bribe, bride, banana, black,
block, bring, brown, before, bomb, crawl, coast, chain, chair, clean, cloud,
cookie, could, carrot, cupid, charge, coach, drill, dress, drink, dream, doctor,
erode, each, east, easy, eight, eleven, every, flies, fifty, fight, fifth, fort,
forte, field, fiery, final, faith, fatal, flower, flour, family, growl, guess, guest,
globe, going, grape, grass, grew, goes, goose, heavy, happy, hammer, hamper,
helmet, heart, idea, inside, ideal, judge, juice, know, kindness, light, little,
locker, locket, level, lumber, might, magic, mange, manic, marker, maybe,
morning, mangy, mango, mother, myself, melon, money motor, mountain, novel,
nerve, never, notebook, other, over, outside, orange, press, paper, pencil,
pretty, partner, perfect, perhaps, prefect, personal, plastic, pocket, protect,
provide, patio, pixel, queen, queer, quick, quite, quiet, rabbit, rapid, relax,
round, railway, record, reward, smoke, sunny, sooth, skimp, soapy, sober,
spear, spare, salon, solid, serve, school, seven, shirt, sister, smell, stray,
string, summer, start, swing, skirt, socket, stronger, stranger, stroll, subject,
suit, supply, sleep, scale, shoes, tenth, third, total, temper, toward, treatment,
timid, table, thank, twist, twirl, truth, taste, useful, under, voice, value, verve,
vacant, water, were, where, windy, writer, wonder, wheel, wild, while, whale,
which, witch, young, youth, yellow, zebra , zero



Medium difficulty spelling words:

Appear, attack, afternoon, attend, ashen, amount, among, activity, anchor,
appoint, approve, abroad, bazaar, bought, burden, belief, bridal, bribery,
baseball, brother, brief, between, bread, bright, busy, breakfast, being,
beautiful, control, caught, clergy, choir, console, chalk, clover, crayon,
cupcake, cloth, country, clapped, chicken, children, cabbage, cable, circle,
chilly, chilling, crate, climb, comfort, confirm, curtain, colony, craft, concern,
diction, design, divine, despair, does, decide, doubt, dough, draft, damage,
dozen, doesn’t, exist, exits, empty, enough, eager, everyone, everywhere,
fibre, finish, friend, fiend, fiction, fickle, fiscal, fidget, fourth, figure, fiesta,
further, field, forty, flight, forever, fruit, fuel, foggy, fought, gleaming,
graph, goblet, guide, gentle, group, guard, guest, guess, hedge, hatred, hushed,
happen, heaven, holiday, handle, heavily, iota, idiot, idiom, intent, induce,
injury, issue, imprint, jargon, junior, kitchen, kindle, logic, lunchroom, laugh,
learn, metre, manner, median, measly, myself, mayor, metal, maggot, noise,
nobody, nature, neither, nurture, once, pancake, pebble, period, pardon,
patron, priest, praised, piece, peace, people, pickle, pouring, picture, produce,
product, proud, quiz, quaint, quality, quantity, quay, rough, recite, recipe, raise,
remove, radio, ranch, reason, recess, reduce, reply, route, school, shovel,
supper, senior, shrimp, sorrow, sought, salmon, saloon, simple, stairs, sugar,
shadow, shoulder, scene, scent, stolen, talent, timber, thread, tidal, triple,
tenant, thump, together, trouble, teacher, useful, ulcer, used, using, victory,
volcano, vulture, vision, wonderful, wonder, wealth, wrist, yellow, young,
yonder, younger, yardstick, yawn, yaws, yearly, zoom, zester, zing, zit



Difficult spelling words:

Awkward, archaic, average, aftermath, accident, adventure, apartment,
ancient, barnacle, bankrupt, brought, bought, believe, belief, beginner,
boundary, breathe, breath, brightly, current, carpenter, channel, comical,
construct, customer, cycle, concern, cereal, celebration, cabinet, calendar,
caption, clothe, creature, compelling, cough, drapery, draught, drastic,
distraught, dictate, dictator, draft, delight, disappear, discover, dangerous,
deafening, disguise, dishonest, distance, disuse, destitute, education, eager,
equal, entertain, exactly, excellent, encourage, eternal, enough, exercise,
flawless, fierce, finance, finally, famous, feather, feature, frenzy, frequently,
fragile, friction, fraction, fusion, furniture, factual, grouch, grateful,
guardian, graph, grief, guidance, guitar, guinea, halves, health, healthy,
household, hedgehog, helium, helicopter, industry, illustration, initial, impulse,
impress, insane, inbreed, incarnate, island, Islam, justice, justify, junction,
jugular, jitney, knack, knock, kerchief, knowledge, knowing, knickers, knead,
knelt, laughter, leather, length, loosely, library, lawyer, lawless, laundry,
logical, material, movement, measure, miracle, magical, multiply, multiple,
mention, nicely, notion, niggle, nagger, neutral, notable, notice, natural,
opposite, occasion, oppose, oblige, oblique, oblong, object, occupy, occur,
option, opinion, protection, periodic, petrified, physical, plastic, private,
privately, purple, possess, pleasure, proceed, popular, pyramid, query, qualify,
queasy, quarrel, quarry, quarter, rooster, receive, receipt, recommend,
relative, relation, remainder, reminder, remedy, religion, stretch, straight,
social, soothe, sordid, scuffle, soufflé, sparkle, special, screech, stretch,
sense, sweater, sculptor, serious, scratch, slept, sorrowful, trousers, throat,
treatment, thought, though, theatre, trouble, totally, transparent, urinate,
usage, unlimited, understood, unmanly, unworthy, version, viable, visible,
vertical, vibrant, violin, weather, whether, wealthy, wisdom, wardrobe, whirl,
whistle, yarn, yesterday, youthful, yolk, youngest, zeal, zombie, zinc, zonal,
zoology



Spelling Bee 2017 – 9 to 10 years

Easy spelling words:

Apologize, assure, absurd, abandon, abdomen, abduct, ambitious, announced,
aglet, abnormal, author, actual, artiste, advertisement, acquire, action, anoint,
apparel, appliance, arithmetic, afterthought, bogus, botch, banter, betray,
brilliant, beginning, burglar, bicycle, capacity, character, circle, coupon,
chaplet, competitors, console, competition, condition, currency, calypso,
calculator, capital, ceiling, cemetery, constant, cousin, cylinder, dragon, derby,
dodge, daughter, domestic, devious, distillery, doodle, dabble, despair,
devotion, disappear, decorator, eternal, education, estimate, engineering,
excel, exhale, excuse, famous, fraction, friction, fantasy, factorial, frugal,
forward, flaunt, favourite, galactic, generative, gladiator, gimmick, googly,
gravity, hexagon, hybrid, honorary, harass, horrible, hydrogen, hurricane,
hydrant, inhale, island, impede, instrument, increase, invention, intention,
journey, journal, jinx, junction, jealous, kidnap, karma, ketchup, kangaroo,
knapsack, knight, lobster, legion, league, liaise, language, leather, lethal,
magnetic, manual, mania, mantle, mucous, meander, melody, mortgage,
mechanical, mammals, management, meanwhile, memorable, mightily, minister,
motion, multiply, multiple, nebulous, navigator, naturally, nautical, nominee,
naughty, nervous, nephew, option, ostrich, ornament, ought, orthodox,
occasion, portrait, premises, pleasure, principal, passenger, professor,
property, pursued, pursuit, propel, pollute, quartet, puzzle, quantities,
quotation, quarrel, quantum, questionable, query, raisin, rescue, reality, realm,
receive, reduction, referred, recommendation, recreation, refreshments,
registration, regretted, recipe, residence, remembrance, reasonable, realize,
religious, research, session, schedule, separate, script, succeed, supporter,
scrabble, scared, sacred, stretch, scarce, shoulder, statue, trumpet, tussle,
tedious, tension, therapy, taint, teachable, televise, television, triangle,
umbrella, ultimate, unabated, unattended, umbrage, umbilical, usually, vanity,
volcano, visual, vendetta, ventricle, wilderness, whispering, whine, wholly,
wholesomeness, widespread, yeast, yeoman, yonder, Yorker, zigzag, zippy,
zodiac, zombie, zipper, zealous



Medium difficulty spelling words:

Activity, appreciate, amulet, ammunition, adolescent, avoid, archive, artificial,
approximate, audience, academically, achieve, acoustics, awkward, author,
absolutely, abnormality, abysmal, berserk, bribery, benefit, buoyant, cajole,
charity, celebrate, curator, circumstances, communicate, conscious,
countenance, convenience, caffeine, charitable, cactus, culture, debrief,
dependency, detrimental, dominant, dermatitis, degenerative, duodenum,
disenchantment, explosive, enthusiastic, expedite, easiest, exasperating,
exert, extravagant, elucidate, epic, espionage, ebullient, eloquence, epilogue,
equivalent, electric, faculty, function, facility, faucet, flabbergasted,
fearless, fluoride, fastidious, genuine, gymnastic, gynophobia, gypsy, gallantry,
gallery, geometric, geometry, glabella, hydrant, hallucinate, hacienda, heckle,
hallmark, hamster, handicap, handicraft, happening, harlot, infectious,
identical, incredible, ingenious, ignominious, illusion, instrument, illustration,
idiocy, ideology, judicial, journal, juvenile, jurisdiction, justification, journal,
karaoke, kayak, keel, keloid, kebab, kiln, kilowatt, kingdom, logistics, liquidate,
luster, lymph, lyrics, liable, latitude, lateral, lollipop, lofty, luminous, magician,
majestic, mosquito, manicure, mammoth, manageable, medallion, medicinal,
magazine, mammogram, minimum, nectarine, novelist, neither, necessitous,
nourishment, opportunity, occasional, observation, organizers, opaque,
odoriferous, oblique, oxygen, prolific, passionate, parameter, permanent,
personality, polygon, preferred, precious, pronounced, paraffin, pyramids,
quotation, queasy, question, quadruplet, qualification, recluse, reference,
resources, reinforce, recitation, reign, retrieve, rivalry, revalidation,
revolutionary, stomach, surplus, stampede, skewer, suspenders, science,
similar, simplicity, tantrum, trivia, traverse, tragedy, thoroughly, texture,
territory, therapeutic, tremulous, triumph, university, unanimous, ulterior,
valiant, virtue, victorious, venerable, vulnerable, vocables, warble, whimsical,
whimper, wizard, whisperer, whither, whittle, xenograph, xenophile



Difficult spelling words:

Arrogant, aesthetic, antioxidant, authentic, antiphon, ambivalent, adjudicate,
abhorrent, agraffe, armscye, advantageous, accommodate, argument,
acknowledgment, auxiliary, accuracy, analysis, abnormality, acquisition,
binoculars, bureau, boulevard, celestial, curriculum, crouton, characteristic,
conceptual, chlorine, collaborate, commitment, counterfeit, crapulence,
deliberate, debilitate, desperate, depository, dossier, disquietude,
disintegrate, debonair, delinquency, dissimilar, dysania, electrolyte,
environment, excessive, encyclopedia, entrepreneur, embarrass, eczema,
fluctuate, finesse, facetious, fastidious, finicky, gesticulate, grammatical,
gumption, guttural, griffonage, garrulous, holocaust, holograph, hallucination,
hemoglobin, hematoma, hesitation, hesitant, homophonic, hominy, homonym,
inhalation, ingredient, insidious, ingratiate, initializing, intensify, immaculate,
inflammatory, incendiary, inflammable, interrobang, impediment, inhibition,
jubilation, jubilant, juristic, javelin, jeopardize, longevity, ludicrous,
literature, larynx, loquacious, logarithm, license, miniscule, mezzanine,
monstrosity, mechanism, mannerism, mysterious, microscopic, notoriety,
nostalgia, nautical, necessitous, nonchalant, opportunist, obstinate,
optometrist, osteoporosis, osmosis, operable, orientation, origami, orthodox,
petrichor, preferential, privilege, prejudice, parallel, paramount, prodigy,
raucous, ravenous, rapacious, reconciliation, ridiculously, shriek, surrogate,
substitute, significance, sequential, statuesque, synthetic, tines, theatrical,
tattoo, treachery, tumultuous, tittle, thesaurus, urination, utilitarian,
versatile, versatility, vagrancy, vagitus, variable, vulnerable, vulnerability,
ventricle, victorious, valediction, valedictory, valedictorian, whimsical,
withdrawal, whimsically,  xylophone



Spelling Bee 2017 – 11 to 12 years

Easy spelling words:

Atrophy, accessible, accelerate, acclamation, assiduous, assassinate,
artificial, archive, apparatus, audacious, audacity, acrimonious, abhorrent,
arrogant, bronchial, bulimia, burrito, bouquet, buoyant, bronchitis, botanic,
botanical, bizarre, cumbersome, canvass, calorie, catalogue, centrist, capillary,
credulous, cylindrical, cardiovascular, cautionary, charismatic, constituted,
competency, dubious, derelict, diminutive, dilapidated, distinguish,
dissertation, disillusion, exuberance, exceptional, exalt, enamour, exhibit,
expunge, executive, exoneration, extrinsic, equilibrium, eccentric, familiarize,
fictionalize, fantastic, fictitious, facetious, flippant, frivolous, frolicsome,
favouritism, gigantic, generalization, geographical, geometry, glorified,
glaucoma, garrulous, hypnotize, hallucinate, humility, hazardous, hilarious,
hectogram, hepatitis, homicide, honourable, interiority, imbue, incessant,
incisor, incriminate, initiative, insatiable, integral, inimical, intermittent,
intoxicate, iconic, incandescent, inconvenient, international, jubilant,
jurisdiction, jurisprudent, justifiable, juvenile, justification, kindred,
kindergarten, kilowatt, kinetic, kinematic, laborious, laryngitis, loquacious,
luminous, luxurious, lymphoma, limousine, lieutenant, magnificent, macrobiotic,
magnetic, magnitude, materialism, morality, mechanism, masculinity, malleable,
maneuver, neoplasm, neutralizes, nondescript, narrate, negotiate, obscenity,
obligation, orchestra, obituary, Olympian, obligation, occupancy, opportunistic,
pursuit, perception, pentagram, percussion, prejudicial, persuasive,
phenomenal, prowess, quirky, quotation, quantum, questionable, questionnaire,
radiograph, rationalization, reciprocate, redundancy, recognition,
reminiscence, rendezvous, revelation, stabilization, secondary, sediment,
sculpture, subtle, sensational, scrutinize, scrutiny, sensibly, sensibility,
significance, terminology, tabloid, tumultuous, telecommunication, territorial,
thermometer, transcription, treason, triangular, university, universal,
unauthorized, ukulele, ultimatum, unconditional, undeniable, utopia,
ventriloquist, vasectomy, verbalism, vindictive, versatility, vocational,
vigorous, whispering



Medium difficulty spelling words:

Anabolism, accoutrement, arbitration, abysmal, abstinence, aborigine,
abscess, accompaniment, adjudicate, affright, aggregate, allegiance,
amalgamate, alleviate, amethyst, ascension, adversarial, antihistamine, autism,
anorexic, aerodynamic, antiseptic, affluent, asymmetric, apostrophe,
asphyxiate, bumptious, balsamic, barbarian, barracuda, biochemistry,
bodacious, borough, benediction, beneficence, benign, bicentennial,
biodegradable, baguette, brigadier, bourgeois, brontosaurus, controversial,
catastrophe, condescending, calculation, calcium, capitulate, capricious,
cardiograph, caricature, carbohydrate, counterfeit, chardonnay,
constituency, catalyst, concomitant, camaraderie, chauvinism, camouflage,
dossier, defibrillator, disproportionate, deliberation, diuretic, despicable,
dietitian, diaphragm, dysentery, emulous, encapsulate, exacerbate,
egocentric, endogenous, ecumenical, exaggerate, excerpt, exorbitant,
emolument, excruciating, epidemiology, expedient, fajita, fibrillation,
garrulous, guacamole, grotesque, gargantuan, gastroscopy, gynecology,
hallucination, hallucinogen, hierarchy, horrendous, humanitarian, hubbub,
haphazard, igneous, illustrious, impeccable, impetuous, impropriety, inimitable,
ideological, incipient, idyllic, impermeable, impediment, invertebrate,
intravenous, illuminance, isosceles, jalapeno, jubilation, jingoism,
knowledgeable, kaleidoscope, lethargic, leukemia, liberation, longevity,
luxuriant, lyricist, malleability, nauseous, notorious, nutritious, obnoxious,
opaque, ophthalmology, peculiarity, perennial, pandemonium, pneumonia,
photosensitivity, pyramid, precipitation, reconnaissance, revelation,
revaluation, terrestrial, territorial, terrorism, troglodyte, unconstitutional,
vacuous, vigilante, volunteer, vermiculate, vexatious, venomous, valedictory,
vociferous, voracious, voluminous, ventriloquism, zephyr, zoological



Difficult spelling words:

Amphibious, anesthetic, archaic, acquiesce, absenteeism, Alzheimer,
alliteration, aficionado, asymmetric, archaeology, arteriosclerosis,
appendicitis, bureaucracy, burgeoning, catechetical, centrifugal, catabolism,
catastrophic, catastrophe, chameleon, chaos, chlorine, chloroform,
chlorophyll, cholesterol, chromosome, choreography, colonialism, connoisseur,
commiserate, conspicuous, contentious, cosmetology, constellation,
conscientious, cognition, chauvinist, Carapichaima, coprophilous, conscientious,
connoisseur, chrysanthemum, decontamination, demonstrative, dynamism,
discernible, debutante, decaffeinated, decrepit, desalination, diverticulum,
dyslexia, discotheque, disheveled, dysentery, elephantiasis, excruciating,
epicurean, equilibrium, equinox, euphoria, equivocal, equipoise, endomorph,
effervescent, efficacious, effectual, eczema, embryonic, equestrianism,
euphemism, expeditious, entrepreneur, exasperate, extinguish, extravaganza,
facetious, feasibility, finicky, foreign, fraudulent, furlough, furious,
fluorescent, glutinous, gourmet, gratuitous, grotesque, guillotine, haughty,
hullaballoo, hemorrhage, hemophilia, homophobia, hydrolysis, hypothesis,
hypocrisy, hypochondria, hallucinogenic, homeostasis, incognizant, innuendo,
idiosyncrasy, ideological, imbroglio, ignominious, indecipherable, inauspicious,
incandescent, incendiary, incongruous, laryngitis, lachrymal, monosyllabic,
monosaccharide, metamorphosis, metaphor, meteorology, miscellaneous,
millennium, Neanderthal, nascent, narcissism, necessitous, nefarious,
onomatopoeia, esophagus, obsequious, palliative, pediatrician, paradigm,
physiotherapy, pseudonym, pharmaceutical, philanthropic, psychological,
psychedelic, quintessential, regurgitate, reminiscent, repertoire, scrupulous,
seismologist, simultaneous, shenanigan, scholasticism, sovereign, statistical,
statuesque, sycophantic, technocrat, tonsillectomy, trapezium, treacherous,
turquoise, utilitarian, vertiginous, voluptuous, xylophone, xenophobia, zygote


